BELGIUM:

The German salient in the Ardennes has been greatly narrowed and shortened. In the sector north of Bastogne, Rundstedt's salient has been narrowed to 12 miles at one place. The Germans at the tip of the salient have been driven back ten miles and have fallen back to the Belgian town of Rochefort. The Americans were last reported in the outskirts of Rochefort and bitter fighting is going on in that sector as the Germans attempt to hold on to the town. In this sector the Nazi spearhead reached a point about five miles short of the Meuse River, but now the Germans are a good 15 miles away. More German vehicles have been captured intact. The vehicles had run out of gas. On the northern flank of the salient, hard fighting has continued and the Americans have gained back more ground between Malmédy and St. Vulpéz.

American third army forces on the southern flank of the German salient have continued to make more good gains. The corridor to Bastogne has been widened and strengthened although the Germans have been trying to cut off the corridor. The Germans seem to have lost the power and drive that they had in the first few days of their counteroffensive. The Americans now hold two roads to Bastogne. One of the roads is a main route. General Patton's forces have made more gains along the German border facing northwest from Huy. It is now known that the 80th Division played a big role in halting the German drive in the first few days of the counteroffensive. The 90th was on its way back to Bastogne when they were ordered to move 150 miles into Luxembourg. The troops made the trip in open trucks and had no hot food or drink during the 15 hours that it took to get there. After getting to their place one regiment of the 80th surprised a Nazi division. The American regiment butchered an entire column and as more Germans came they were moved down.

For the eighth day running heavy bombers of the United States Eighth Air Force were over western Germany in force. The number and targets of the U.S. heavies are not known yet. Two strong forces of RAF heavy bombers last night were over the Reich. One force hit a big synthetic oil plant in the Ruhr and another force bombed rail yards south of Cologne. In daylight yesterday a force of over 600 YANK heavies attacked German supply and communication lines in western Germany. Flying weather over the battle area was not good yesterday but American fighters were able to support ground forces on the southern flank of the Nazi salient. Strong formations of British heavy bombers out in daylight yesterday went for rail targets behind the Siegfried Line. The Luftwaffe sent up some planes and 32 were shot down. Allied losses for the day were 10 bombers and 25 fighters.

RUSSIA:

The Germans are fighting desperately for time as the Russians drive into the heart of Budapest. Savage street fighting is going on in the Hungarian capital where the Nazi have fortified every building. The Russians have taken most of the western part of the city. North of Budapest in Czechoslovakia the Red Army has forced a crossing of the Rhône River. In a two day battle along the river the Russians killed or captured 10,000 Germans.

ITALY:

Fighting has died down in the Serchio Valley in western Italy and both sides have resumed patrolling. Allied planes from Italy flew more than 2,000 sorties yesterday including attacks on southern Germany, Austria, and northern Italy.

PACIFIC:

British troops of the 14th Army fighting in central Burma have gained another 35 miles down the rail corridor on the way to Mandalay. The British forces were last reported about 90 miles from the great Japanese base. Chinese troops that started out from India have crossed northern Burma and are now into the southern part of China.
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